2019 Miniatures Show Jewelry Gallery

Serpent Moon
Leav Bolender
Copper, Sterling Silver, Turquoise
$350  #J-4000

Fushia
Heather Cleary
Recycled SS, Cast of Fushia
#J-4001  $300

Blue Lake and Rivers
Joshua K. Concha
Kingman & Vintage Maisal Turquoise, Sterling Silver
$2,700  #J-4002

North Meets South
CornBringer
Mixed Minerals
$127  #J-4014

Earrings
Michael & Causandra Dukepoo
Sterling Silver, Rosarita & Arizona Blue Turquoise
$500  #J-4003

Sterling Link Necklace
Anne Forbes
Sterling
$650  #J-4004

Mother Earth
Jacqueline Gala
Sterling Silver, Druzy Quartz "Uraquay"
$865  #J-4005

Turquoise and Steel Earrings
Gail Golden
Turquoise, 22k, 18k Gold Fused on Steel
$1,495  #J-4006
Chaco Wall
Larry Herrera
Fossil Walrus Ivory, Turquoise, Sterling Silver
$850  #J-4007

Finale
Carolyn Hinske
Sterling Silver Wire, Felted Wool
$100  #J-4008

Vuelo Dulce
Jennifer Inge
Braided Horse Hair, Sterling, Jasper, Turquoise
$750  #J-4009

Pearls in the Sun
Andrea Kyte
Mexican Opal in Cast Bronze, Pearls
$250  #J-4010

Bonfire Survivor Necklace
Joel Morse Lage
Bottle Shard, License Plate, Faux Amber
$150  #J-4011

Inlaid Copper Bracelet
Ray Lovelace
Forged Copper, Inlay Stones
$750  #J-4012

Taos Turtle with Deer Track Band
Annalisa Martinez
Sterling Silver, Manasa Turquoise, Tourmaline
$160  #J-4013

Greed Leafs
Devin Murphy
Sterling Silver, Hand-shaped Natural Turquoise
$63  #J-4015
Northern NM Images
Therese Patton
Silver Pendant on Silver Chain with Citrine
$250  #J-4016

Sea of Blue
Alisa Ritchie
Natural Pilot Mountain Turquoise, Sterling Silver
$595  #J-4017

Sandcast Silver
Rebecca Sage Miller
Sterling Silver, Turquoise
$300  #J-4018

Puffy Rainbow Triangles
AsariA Speicher
Glass & Silver Beads, Silver Chain/Findings
$129  #J-4019

Firecracker
Brian Tacang
Mixed Media Resin
$125  #J-4020

Taos Pueblo
Lyle Wright
Sterling Silver, Turquoise
$750  #J-4021